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About This Game

You are a russian prisoner who just arrived in the russian prison and knows nothing about prison life, you enter in the cell, and
then everything depends on you ...

This is a test game in which you can learn life in prison, prison customs, prison riddles and answers to them, find out who are
the prisoners and what they are in prison for, to find respected articles and others.

Features:
-Learen life in the prison, prison riddles and answers to them, prison customs

-You can be a russian prisoner who just arrived at the zone
-Find out who are the prisoners and why they are in prison

-Genre game: logic game-test
-Simple and fun gameplay (just choose the answer from the suggested)

-Good soundtrack
-Steam achievements
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best horror game i have played but it has a few glitches tho
but its very fun to mess around with the neighbor but wehn i want to downlad the demo of the game when i already have the full
realease it doesn`t work. Carries the absolutely GREAT industrial feel of the first game, while also adding in new elements such
as more pronounced choral elements and sombre piano which almost reminds me of Bloodborne, albeit in a much different
timbre.
Bought it to support IPL after finding out why the main game is episodic; felt bad that I had purchased it on sale as a pre-order
with a coupon for owning the first one... Felt they deserved more of my money for the artistic dedication they put into making
such a compelling adventure, indeed with everything they produce. Will be sure to review the game itself fully, once I can make
a more educated opinion on it. I've only but scratched the surface of this reborn, esoteric world that is the Town-on-Gorkhon :-)

Cheers IPL, I hope you guys are able to finish up the other storylines, which I will be purchasing as soon as they're announced. I
hope you guys can pick up the pieces of your company and continue to make great games that strike out against the norm. You
are a shining beacon in a world of faceless tradegians, and I am Bound to you by the Lines.. Good game, after 10 hours I think I
got all I can out of it but at this price that's excellent. The idea is fun, I love any type of god simulators and this one was clearly
well thought-out.. Can't say anything about the story\/gameplay, but it's a free game with easy achievements.. Weak entry into a
great franchise. I am a bit biased because I played the minature war game. Unfortuntily this game just feels weak all around.
Graphics are poor, gameplay is mediocre. Get Arklash Legacy or Dogs of War Online instead of this title.. The game is simple
and short, but this is are not issues, the game is planned that way. A good old school and cheap game.. Great scam :). I used to
ride this type of train as a child and was looking forward to this addon. But i should have known that DTG would screw it up
again, this is nothing like a class 303, sound effects are nothing like the real thing and the way the train moves is just wrong this
type of train loved to bounce and sway but this addon is lifeless, unless Armstrong Powerhouse release a sound pack for this I
would not waste any money on it.

24\/03\/2015 Quick update Armstrong powerhouse are working on a sound pack for this EMU.

https:\/\/www.facebook.com\/armstrongpowerhouse?fref=ts
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The Sounds as always, are ill-recycled. Perhaps worse than usual here.
The passenger view is not only ugly here, but outdated and completely wrong.
The brake gauge seems to go the wrong way round the dial when application is applied.
And some of the doors have the wrong animation.

I like the train itself, I really do. But I look for accuracy alongside realism\/driving, and I am increasingly running out of
tolerance for them to make such (and the same) errors without any thought of improvement for next time.

For now, I can't really recommend this in such a state in terms of accuracy there.

*EDIT: The MBC doesn't even have a floor, so that first line of this review is now null and void.

Update: 04\/02\/2016 - Most of these have been 'fixed', but given that the update was almost totally unecessary as these
inaccuracies should never have been present in the first place, my review as it is still stands.

14\/05\/2016 - Armstrong Powerhouse have provided a vastly superior sound fix for the Class 442, with a few extra helpful bits
for my scenario creation. However, this review is to reflect the state of the addon as supplied by DTG, therefore my verdict still
stands.. Trading card steamulator 9\10. simply the best defence game i've ever played!
i love it!!. I didn't test the plane yet because my Norton Anti-Virus indicated that the file "falcon configuration.exe" carried a
Backdoor.Graybird signature. Did the developer tested this file against relevant AV systems? I don't know if it is safe to run it
and at the end I paid a good money to have a virus?. "Failed to contact update server or failed to read update information" Pops
up whenever I try to update.
Without updating the program I cannot download anything from the Online Content Catalog (The reason why I bought the
program).
Also whenever I try to create a new page the program stops responding for a while.
At the moment can't really say whether or not I recommend since I simply haven't been able to use it, but will give it the benefit
of doubt and hope that the developers help me out so I will give it a thumbs up(in order to put this review up and ask for help).
Any help? (maybe from the developers?)
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